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Proposed Amendments Set
For Approval On April 12
Along with election of class
representatives and SBA
officers other than President,
amendments to the SBA
Constitution will be placed on the
April 12 ballots.
Of particular note is the
amendment ot Article VII ,
Section 3 which is the result of
the compromise reached by the
SBA and the BSA finance
committee. This amendment
would make all law school
organiza tions which 'receive
funding
from
the
SBA
manda tory dues a sub-group of
the SBA for funding purposes.
Such organizations would not be
totally reliant upon the BSA for
funding, and would not have to
compete with all undergraduate
organizations for funds from the
general student activity fee.

shall declare the candidate
elected for each office.
III

Article XI Sect. 2: A proposed
amendment shall become valid
as part of the Constitution when
ratified by two-thirds of the
members voting , provided that
said members voting comprise
at least thirty percent ( 30
percent) of the General
Membership.
IV
Article XII-POWERS: Delete
section one. Section two
becomes secton one. Amended:
Section one : All powers not
delegated by this Constitution,
nor inconsistent therewith, are
reserved to the members of the
Association.
V

It is urged that all students
participate in the voting on the

constitutional amendments.
Each amendment is reprinted
below . Questions about any
amendment should be directed
to current members of the SBA.
The following are proposed
amendments to the SBA
Constitution :
I

Article VIII Sect. 4: The Chief
Justice and the Associate
Justices shall be appointed by
the President of the Association
with the consent of a majority of
the SBA Board.
II

Article V Sect. 4: Delete last
line which reads ... The V. Pres.
shall administer said referdum
vote .
Article IX Sect. 7: The
Judicial Council shall be
responsible for setting all
elections and-or referendum
dates and notice thereof,
printing and distribution of
ballots , and receiving and
counting of votes . The Judicial
Council shall count the ballots.
Any interested party may
witness such counts but shall not
take part in the mechanics
thereof. The Judicial Council

NOTICE
Elections for President of
the Student Bar Association
will be held tomorrow, and
for the other posts on the
Executive Board, next
Monday, April 12. All
members of the student body
are urged to read the
platforms submitted by the
candidates. These may be
found on pages four and five
of today's issue. Please
remember to vote.

Article IX Sect. 6: In the event
of a vacancy occurring in any of
the offices of the Board of
Directors, excluding the office of
the President, the President
shall order a Special Election
not more than fourteen (4) days
after the occurrence of

the

vacancy for the purpose of
electing a new member of the
Board. The election procedure
shall follow the applicable
portions of this Article. Should
the office of the President
become vacant, the Vice
President shall assume the
presidency, and the position of
the Vice President shall be filled
by a special election called to fill
the vacancy.
VI
Article VI Sect. 2: Any
member of the Association may
petition the Board of Directors to
consider any issue, said member
deems proper. Said petition
must be signed by a minimum of
twenty-five ( 25) members of the
Association and presented at a
scheduled meeting of the Board
of Directors.
Sect. 3: The Board of
Directors may call at any time a
General Membership Meeting at
which all members of the
Association may attend and
vote. (Remainder unchanged )
Sect. 4: Any member of the
Association may petition the
President to schedule a General
Membership Meeting or call for
a referendum vote of all
members by a petition signed by
at least twenty-five (25 )
members of the Association.
Said petition must be presented
to the President at least three
days prior to the time the
petition calls for said meeting or
referendum.
VII
Article VII Sect. 3: All
organizations and-or activities
which receive funds from the
S.B.A. mandatory dues are subgroups of the S.B.A. for all
financial purposes.

VIII

There
are
two
more
amendments being proposed for
ratification. One would amend
Article VII to require a
referendum vote for all proposed
increases in S.B.A. mandatory
dues but would lower the voter
turnout from 50 percent to 40
percent , the other would
increase the Judicial Council
from five to six justices .

.....,

.

William Hoffman, Delia Stroud
and Barbara Jones (not
pictured) will comprise the
leadership of the editorial board
of the William and Mary Law
Review for the 1976-77 school
year. Hoffman, who will be
Editor-in-chief, is a graduate of
the College of William and Mary,
holds an M.A. and Ph.D. in
Philosophy from the University

of Georgia and was an assistant
professor of Philosophy at
Ithaca ('ollege in New York
before coming to MarshallWythe. Jones and Stroud will be
the executive editors of the Law
Review. This arrangement was
recommended by the selection
committee in order to best
utilize the various talents of the
three.

BSA Finance Committee
Compromises With SBA
By Lou Gonnella
Sometimes covering a story
can be difficult, especially when
in terms of time span it runs
over one day and weaves its way
through various government
bodies. Because this story is like
that, datelines have been placed
with the various events to give
the reader an idea of the total
changes.
March 23: The Moot Court
Board and the BSA Finance
Committee met to dis,'uss the
question of Moot Court fundir.g
for next year. (Moot Court

presently receives no BSA
funds. )
After a brief explanation by
the Board of what program they
wanted funded (the Invitational
Tournament) , the committee
quickly decided that they did in
fact qualify for funds , as no
academic credit is received at
the tournament.
It was also determined that
Dave Nass , chairperson of the
finance committee, and Larry
Glanzer , Clerk of the Moot Court
Candidate program , would talk
with William Carter and David

Fall Registration Dates
Not Yet Finalized
" Registration, " that semiannual frolic of fun and fear
(depending on your attitude
towards law school) for all
members of the Marshall-Wythe
community is
now
fast
approaching.
As of this writing an exact
schedule of registra tion times is
unavailable
because
of
difficulties in the law school
office in scheduling classtimes
with some finality. The office is
attempting to come with a final
schedule befor.e releasing it so
that it will no~ be necessary to
make any last minute changes ,
inconvienent
to ' students or
faculty, as occurred last
semester occasioning an SBA
resolution condemning such
practices.
According to Associate Dean
Timothy Sullivan , the main
stumbling block when the
schedule is posted will be time.
For this reason he is considering
holding registration during the
first few days of the fall
semester which may mean that
the student body will have to
return "a day or two earlier."
However, Sullivan stated that
"under no circumstances"
would registration be held
during exam week, if it cannot
be accomplished by the end of
the regular semester. Sullivan
also said that in the event it
becomes necessary to hold

registration in August he will
post the class schedule for
comment before the end of the
present semester.
The procedure to be followed
in registering will be the same as
was used last semester with the
exception that those students
with last names beginning with
letters F -M will be registered on
the first day, those with N-V on
the second day and those with WE will register on the third day .
(The first shall be last and all
that.)
Law School secretary Ann
Forbes was very pleased with
the way this system worked out
last semester because it gave
her the necessary notice to be
able to shift the location of sume
courses among the various
classrooms which have been
made available to the Law
School around the campus.
This
" flexi bflity "
has
occasioned some hiking on the
part of some students and
facuIty , however , it has the
advantage of doing away with
the
"closed-out
course,"
especially for rising second-year
students who get last choice as to
what courses they will take.
Hopefully , this considera tion
will alleviate some of the fears of
the students that led to last
year's mob scene in the iobby on
registration day for the present
second-year class.

Healy , Vice-President
of
Academic Affairs, in a joint
effort to achieve college funding
for Moot Court 's academic
programs.
Comments on both sides were
highly favorable
Bob
Galumbeck, Chief Justice of the
Moot Court Board, said he
thought the committee was
" extremely cooperative and
really anxious to hear about our

program and find a way to help
us. "
Larry Glanzer added tha t he
was impressed by the " mature
and deliberate approach Dave
Nass and his committee
displayed to the problem of
funding. "
Of major note at the meeting
- the new funding guidelines
were offiCially announced .
March 24: The meeting of the
SBA was dominated by a
discussion of the new BSA fiscal
See "BSA," p. 6
All students interested in
serving as ex-officio members of
the board of directors of the
SBA, SBA committee directors,
representatives to faculty
committees, or on the Judicial
Council, please see the new SBA
President immediately after the
elections.
. Parliamentarian, Director of
Social Affairs. Director of
Intra murals , . Director
of
Professional
Affairs,
Representative to Board of
Student Affairs, LSD-ABA
Representative.
Com mittee Directors:
Director
of
Minority
Recruitment,
Director of
Student Affairs, Director of
Faculty Relations, Director of
Publicity,
Director
of
Placement, Liaison to student
Association,
Director
of
Aluminum Recycling Program.
Student Representatives to
Faculty Committees:
Curric ulum (two), Library
(one), Admissions
(two),
Special
Events
(one),
Placement (two), Graduate
Studies (two).
Judicial Council:
Chief Justice, Assistant (,hief
Justice, Justice (three).
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Letters To The Editor .

EDITORIALS

Constitution Change

Election Comments
Tomorrow students vote for the SBA President for 197677 , and Monday the elections for other offices will be held. In
the past, the elections have often been hotly contested.
However , this year the voters are given little choice in most
elective positions. This is notto say that those running are not
qualified for the positions they seek, but that they are the only
ones who show any interest in working for the students in a
representative capacity.
Please read the platforms carefully. Sometimes it can be
apparent by the amount of effort put into presenting an intelligent and thoughtful platform whether the candidate takes
the office seriously enough to put intelligent and thoughtful
work into the position.
If you are uncertain as to the quafifications of those
people who have served previously on the SBA check with the
minu tes of meetings this year. Note carefully' how often past
SBA members have attended meetings, and whether they
have really done their share of SBA work.

Rather than continue by discussing what each candidate .
has said ~n his platform, and comparing- qualifications of
candidates in the races that are contested the Amicus would
like to mention-some things that were left ~ut of one platform.
Although Steve Conte, candidate for President, has not
been actively involved in every organization in the Law
School, the work he has done lobbying for the new law
building, and the contacts he has made in Richmond, among
alumni , and around the campus, would serve to help make
him an effective president. Although Marshall-Wythe
received some funding for the new building, much is left to be
accomplished, and Conte has shown the ability to work
effectively with the people who make the decisions
concerning the Law School.
This editorial does not intend to downgrade John Nolan ,
the other candidate for SBA President. It is just that Conte is
a rising third-year student, and as such has more experience
working with the administration, faculty , and alumni , and
more knowledge of the Law School 's problems and needs
including the needs of the students. Steve Conte is just th~
better-rounded and more qualified candidate for the position.
-MEA
-MSG
-LGG
-PG

Compromise DesiJable

.....

In an editorial in our last issue the Amicus took note of the
proposed meeting between the Moot Court Board and the
Board of Student Affairs and Finance Committee. At that
time we stated it was our hope this event would signal a new
trend toward discussion between the Law School and the BSA.
Since that issue, the BSA enacted a series of new guidelines
one of which (i.e. subsection"h") caused a considerable
uproar among law groups. One week ago members of seven
law organizations, the SBA, and the Finance Committee met
to find a mutually agreeable compromise. After a prolonged '
discussion one was reached. On April 12 the law students will
vote on a constitutional amendment which will read as
follows: "All organizations and-or activities which receive
funds from the SBA mandatory dues shall be considered
subgroups of the SBA for all funding purposes." This
amendment seems to solve all serious problems since it would
permit the SBA to retain its "umbrella approach" in seeking
BSA funds while leaving the option open to the law
organizations to "get out" in the future should they so desire
(i.e . by relinquishing their access to SBA dues money). These
terms seem fair to them and to the SBA. The best feature of
this plan however is that it gives the average law student,
through his vote on the amendment, a voice in the matter. For
that alone it should be applauded.
.
This compromise, and the meeting of which it is a
product, is a big step for all of us. For the first time both sides
dropped the rhetoric (i.e . the "slogan war") and got down to
some serious talk about mutual cooperation. The Amicus
strongly congratulates all the parties involved especially,
Guy Strong, SBA President, Heather Dorian, SBA-BSA Rep.,
and Dave Nass , Chairperson of the BSA Finance Committee
for the work and effort they put in to solve this problem.
Hopefully, this event will not be just another "flash in the
pan." It is time to forget the old misconceptions about one
another and work together in a spirit of mutual give and take.
Discussion , flexibility , and cooperation are never a waste of
time - the events of last week clearly point this out!

,-

Amicus Curiae

Deserves Careful
Consideration

However, to allow the vice
president to automatically
assume the office of the
President ' could wreak havoc
within the Board. Surely it would
be better to allow the vice
president, if he wished, to run foroffice and let the voters decide
as to whether they want him to
assume the President's chair. As
could be the case, the electorate
that voted for the President
could have the candidate that
they voted against be the new
President. In effect the majority
of the voters would be
disenfranchised by a stroke of
fate.
I feel that it would be far
better to adhere to the past
practice of having a special
election in the case of a vacancy.
I strongly urge that all of you
carefully consider the impact of
this amendment before you cast
your ballot on election day.
.Tim Dickinson

or amend their charters so as to
.fall under anothf~ organization
such as the SBA. Failing to do
either of the above will leave
such an organization practically
fundless, because tne only funds
remaining for distribution are
those which come from SBA
dues.
I prefer the traditional method
of financing for the law school
organizations. The SBA is closer
to the organizations, it has a
better idea of what each
organization actually does. The
. SBA is in a good position to act
. as an umbrella with the BSA.
Working together they can make
best use of all available funds.
The new plan will also cause
practical difficulties for the
organizations in the form of
delays in receiving funds. These
delays coupled with the
requirement that purchases be
made and receipts presented
before funds can be tapped
present real difficulties for those
organizations whose ready cash
is low or non-existent.
I understand that since
beginning this letter, the BSA
and the SBA have reached a
tentative compromise on the
situation.
Under
the
compromise those organizations
which have been dependent and
wish to remain dependent upon
another organiza tion may
continue to do so ; i.e., the
traditional method of financing
will be continued for those
Organizations,
organizations.
however, who wish to become
independent may use the new
finanCing procedure of directly
applying to the BSA for funding.
This compromise retains the
best of the old and the new. The
choice lies with the organization,
itself. .
This compromise seems to be
a good solution to the problem;
. however, it is only tentative. I
urge the BSA to act quickly to
formalize the compromise.
Virginia Perry

To the Editor:
On Wednesday, March 31,1976
the SBA Board of Directors
approved an amendment to the
Constitution of the Association
that, I feel, will have . a
Significant impact on the
election process in future years.
Ratification of this proposed
amendment by the student body
\ will be held on April 12.
.
In part, the amendment
provides that upon the vacancy
of the office of President, the
vice president shall immediately
assume the office and that a
special election for the office of
vice president will be called by
the new President. The
amendment changes the past
practice of having a special
election to fill the President's
seat.
Recognizing the wisdom of the
electorate, I would like to point
out a few of the difficulties that
this amendment could cause. As
To the Editor:
so often has been the practice,
It came as quite a surprise to
the voters have chosen
me to discover that the BSA has
candidates of widely different
altered its by-laws on a matter of
philosophies to be the President
vital interest to the law school
and the Vice' President. This is
without seeking or receiving inobvious from the fact that
put from the law school. I
elections for the President and
attended the last meeting of the
for the other officers are held on . BSA Finance Committee to air
separate days and that the loser
my opposition to the new
in the Presidential race will
fInancial guidelines contained in
often times emerge the victor in
the new BSA by-laws only to
the subsequent vice presidential
discover my protest came too
race . This is good because it
late to be of much avail.
allows the voters to elect persons
Under the new plan the SBA
of different viewpoints to serve
will no longer act as a mediator
on the Board.
between
law
school
organizations and the BSA.
Instead, organiza tions are
divided into two groups,
independent organizations and
sub-organizations. Independent
organizations must either go to
The
SBA's
Aluminum
the BSA themselves for funding
Recycling Project, which has
been in opt:ration since last
October, was termed a "great
success" last week by SBA
President Guy 'Strong who was
interviewed as he presented a
check for $30.00 generated by the
project to the Williamsburg
Area SPCA.
Although the project has not
generated as much money as
was initially planned , the
amount of scrap aluminum that
was being deposited in the
recycling containers around the
EDITORIAL BOARD
Law Building has been steadily
increasing over the past few
MalTarei Askew
weeks.
Editor-in-Chief
Strong said that "with the
Lou Gonnella
Joe Marm'aro
Ma r k Gregory
continuing support of the entire
Contributing Editor
N ews E ditor
Managing Editor
Law School c9mmunity .our
Jim Margolin
Susan Magnotti
Pat McDermott
return on the project should
Sports Editor
Lay out Ed itor
Copy Editor
jump from $5.00 per month to
nearly $10.00 per month during
Peter Goergen
Dave Osborn
Photography Editor
A dvertising Manager
the coming academic year."
He stressed that "all of the
Judy Humphries
money is given to the SPCA ; the
Circulation Manager
SBA gets nothing from the
proceeds ex-cept the satisfaction
Staff: Wally Kleindienst, Richard Foster Barb Kimble
Jane
Hickey' Kathy Km'...,' Ann e Go r don'
Tony Nester,
of having helped a very worthy .
Gre
V"
•
Ted~ver'G II'gJIUa ~erry, Steve Ormond, Terry GrinDalcIs,
community activity."
Adamgy reene, Diane Pomeroy, Sue Bra.nna.n Rick
According to Charlett Swann,
. - , Willafay McKenna, Gary Howard Jim- ~Ron
manager of the Waller Mill Road
Craig Lane, Bill Dozier.
,ca,
facility , the money will be used
O~ini~ns expressed in by-lined articles and initialed
to buy drugs for the animals and
:O~:::IalS do not necessarily represent those of the Edilater contributions would be
ectit allBoard. f The Editorial Board reserves the right to
spent for food or other supplies.
to the e~rc! a':d sp~e and p?licy considerations. Letters
She
expressed
great
o er subnussions are encouraged.
appreciation .to the SBA and the
The Amicus Curiae servin th
staff of the Marshali-Wyih gSc e siudents, faculty, and
Law School for their support of
eftry other week durin th hool of L~w, is published
the agency 's activities. "This
lications Conncil of n ' e gc lle academic year by the Pubmoney and any other funds you
....
0 ege Of William and Mary.
contribute will be a great help to
our operations.".

BSA Fin-ance
Committee's Rule
Change Wise

SBA Presents
Drive Proceeds
.To Local SPCA
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Commentary

Changes Needed To Improve
Position Of'Judicial Council
By Larry Cumming
Reporter's Note: As .Chief
Justice of the Judicial Council, I
felt an obligation to make what
might be called a status report
before
I
left
office.
Unfortunately, what follows is
more on the order of a stream of
consciousness epic. It opens with
a mildly amusing "carrot" and
the substance comes later.
Please persevere.
Although the procedures of the
Judicial Council are rather
clearly set out in the Student
Handbook on pages 81 through
86, 1 am convinced that very few
students take the time to read
them. Therefore, in an effort to
stimulate your interest, I pose
the following hypothetical case.
Once upon a dreary, not-sounusual Monday evening, deep
in the bowels of the law library,
morose Molly Marmalade
wandered helplessly throught
the stacks. The colon system had
her beat. Her first-year writing
assignment was due on Friday
and things were less than hunkydory . If she happened to
discover where a book ought to
be, it was "officially missing."
And even if she found a book, she
became nauseous and pale at the
thought
of
facing
that
impregnable citadel of true
knowledge - A Uniform System
of Citation. As if that were not
enough, merciless Professor
Curmit explicitly and repeatedly
prohibited any colla bera tion .
Nevertheless,
Mol\~
was
desperate, she knew her solution
was lurking somewhere in the
shadows, among the dust and
puddles of the library basement.
Sure enough, there it was,
Weird Harold, voluminously
barricaded in a corner. I mean
he knew everything, everything!
And he didn't have a chance.
Molly was a perfect dumb
blonde;
male
chauvinist
stereotype, only in red . Mter
thirty minutes, Molly's paper
was rolling.
About that time, Goody Goody,
having completed her paper,
sauntered by reading the
Student Handbook. Seeing what
she thought to be prohibited
collabaration, and just having
read the Honor Code and
Judicial Council procedures ,
Goody asked Weird and- Molly
. what they were doing.
At this point one may compare
Goody's position to that of a
policeman during a Terry v.
Ohio "stop." Her purpose was
merely
to
receive
an
explanation, which would either
dispel or confirm her suspicion.
Note too, that Goody acted
immediately to avoid any
confusion or error. If Goody
received
a
satisfactory
explanation
under
the
circumstances, the incident
should have been forgotten . In
this case, however,
the
explanation was unsatisfactory.
Not content to rely entirely
upon her own opinion, unless
necessary, Goody looked about
for someone else who might
have witnessed what had taken
place: Seeing no one but Standly
Jones , another first-year student
who had just walked up, Goody
explained her position to Standly
and asked him at least to
examine the existing situation
and listen to Weird and Molly's

entering class by the second- and
explanation. Mterwards Goody
third-year students. I assume,
told Weird and Molly that
perhaps naively, that even an
although she was unsure
entering Law School class is
whether an honor violation had
significantly malleable and will
occurred, if they would not
readily adapt its conduct to
report the incident to the
established norms within the
Judicial Council within 24 hours,
school. While this argument
she felt compelled to do so.
Weird and Molly were
strongly supports the value of an
stunned. They slumped back in
orientation program , it also
their chairs , pale and limp as
suggests that whatever might be
two warm marshmallows oozing
accomplished could easily be
to the floor. This lasted only a
undone in a few weeks, if the
moment. Instantly transformed,
class confronts a disparaging
they catapulted from their seats,
rather than a supportive
flushed and electric with
atmosphere. Very simply, the
indignation.
Denials ,
upperclassmen must set a good
counterattacks and demands for
example. With this , we finally
apologies spewed forth. Goody
reach the ultimate problem.
calmly left, and two days later
reported her experience to a
The
most
fundamental
member of the Judicial Council.
element of a "good example" in
Weird and Molly were found
the context of a community
guilty and suspended from
governed by an honor system is
school for one year. Their
the willingness of its members to
attorney appealed and received
demand the requisite minimum
a review of the case by the Dean
level of honesty and ethical
of the Law School and the
conduct of one another .
President of the College, as
Unfortunately ,
too
many
provided in the Student
students are unwilling to accept
Handbook,
however,
no
this responsibility . They base
alteration was made. The trial
their
reluctance
on
a
had been fair, and the attorney
conceptualism only slightly
advised against going to court.
more sophisticated than a child
For all the details on how it
who shuns anyone who " rats on
could happen to you, go to the
a friend ," and then brands him
library desk right now, get a
forever as a " tattletale." Law
copy of the Student Handbook,
students prefer allusions to "Big
and read pages 81 through 86. It
Brother, " narcs, and Nazi
should take all of five minutes ;
informers. With the slightest
do it now, I'll wait ...
examination, however , one
Okay, so what? Well, 1'11 tel1
realizes that what distinguishes
~ou, it doesn't hal)~n that way.
these
al)l)arently
similar
As far as I can tell no one has
activities is the nature of the
ever been found guilty of
norms being enforced .
anything at this Law School. And
See "Council," p. 8
in case you have had your head
in a hole and don't realize the
situation in the area .of stealing
alone, I have received numerous
reports of stolen items: reserve
books, books from the stacks,
students' textbooks, law review
manuscripts , moot court briefs,
a volume of Martindale-Hubbell,
and a dictionary. Who knows
Those Marshall-Wythe
what else people have not
students who are finding the
bothered to mention . I am not
parking situation near the Law
suggesting that we go out and
School a constant thorn in their
"string up" a few students just
sides will be glad to hear that
for the sake of doing it, but I am
there is an effort being made to
suggesting that the honor
provide more parking for Law
system is not operating as
Students.
efficiently as it should. In this
According to Guy Strong, SBA
regard I see at least three
President, an SBA parking
problem areas.
proposal was' recently submitted
First, the average law student
to the All-College Transportation
knows little or nothing about the
Control Board and to Vicehonor system, indeed, some
President for ,Financial Mfairs,
students do not even know there
VV.J . Carter. i
is an honor system. Those of you
The proposal cited the crying
who did not read the Student
need for dependable parking
Handbook as I suggested are
near the Old Campus , the
part of this problem. Practically
increasing tourist parking in the
speaking, however, it must be
Merchants Square Area, and the
assumed that the average
continuing use by the city of
student will not take the
limited parking times on streets
initiative. Therefore , the burden
near the Law Building as
of educating the student body
justification for a determined
lies with the SBA and the
College drive to find and make
Judicial Council. Obviously the
available more Law School
ideal opportunity for such an
parking.
effort is during orientation. I
strongly suggest that the SBA
According to Strong, the SBA
allot a reasonable amount of
was recently informed that the
time for the Judicial Council to
Old Graduate Student Center on
discuss the honor system and the
Richmond Road across from
desirability of maintaining a
Blow Gym is scheduled to be
high ethical standard within the
torn down in the near future.
Law School with each entering
"Since it would offer the largest
class.
clear section of College land
near the Law School for a
This leads to my second area
of concern - the apparently parking lot, we felt it was time to
inevitable corruption and ask the College to provide
negative reinforcement of an designated parking for Graduate

Selected as Editor-in-chief of the
Amicus Curiae for 1976-77 is
Sally Collins, a rising secondyear student. Members of the

Publication Council chose
Collins to head the Amicus at
their March 25 meeting.

Collins Chosen 1976-77
Amicus Curiae Editor
Sally COllins , a rising secondyear student, was recently
approved by the College
Publications Council as the
editor of the Amicus Curiae for
the 1976-77 year.
A 1974 graduate of Smith
College, Sally majored in
history, organized many official
(and unofficial) campus events,
and did some newspaper work
on
the
side.
Following
graduation, she was employed
b~ a corl)Orate law firm \n
Washington , D.C. , as a paralegal
assistant.
Acceptance of her editorship
was based primarily on the

supporting ·qualifica tions of her
editorial board . Elizabeth
Carder, Joe Waldo , and Tom
Laverty , with their combined
newspaper experience, will be
contributing to their conception
of an Am icus with broader scope
on current legal issues, utilizing
more fully alumnae, faculty and
student resources .
Staff and editorial positions
are open. Interested persons
should contact any of the four
editorial board members during
April. Suggestions for format
and
content
are
also
encOl,u-aged .

Strong Submits Proposal
For Law School Parking
Students on a newly constructed
lot on the sight. "
Strong stressed that the lot
would be only for the use of
Graduate students under the
proposed
plan.
"All
Undergraduate and other nonstudents who parked there
during daylight hours on weekdays would be ticketed as that
would be the only way to keep in
open for commuting Law
students. "
When asked if other Graduate
Students would monopolize
valuable parking spots in the
new lot Strong pointed out that
they have their classes on the
New Campus near the large
parking lots on Jamestown
Road. "We shouldn't have any
problem with getting full use of
the lot for Law Students."
The Transportation Control
Board would have to approve th'e
plan before Carter's office could
seriously consider the allocation
of College funds to construct the
proposed parking lot. It is also
possible that the College would
not approve the use of the land
for that purpose , so that plan has
a long, hard road to travel before
it has a positive effect on Law
Student parking problems.
However, Strong said that the
Board was optimistic about the
success of the plan. "We know

that the parking situation on the
Campus as a whole is bad.
U·n dergraduates , faculty , and
administrators alike want more
parking made available to them .
But we think that the members
of the Control Board and the
College administration will
react favorably to our problem
because it is especially acute.
We are the only major
concentration of Day Students
that the College does not provide
adequate parking. It is time that
they
shouldered
their
responsibility in this area ."
Hopefully, if the Control Board
and Carter move quickly on the
proposal the new lot could be
ready by next Fall. It would
certainly be a welcome addition
to the parking places available
to Marshall-Wythe students .

Law Day Info
Students are still needed
for the high school visitation
program
planned
in
conjunction with Law Day
ceremonies. Due to Easter
Vacation in many high
schools, the April 23 date for
the visitations will ha ve to be
changed. The Law Day
Visitation Committee has not
yet set a final date for the
school visits.
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SBA Candidates' Present Platforms
This year's SBA election
presents a distinct contrast to
the hot contests of the past.
Indeed, - only two posts are
actively
contested .
Vice
president Steve Conte and rising
second-year student John Nolan
seek the Presidency and present
Secretary Skip Lautenslauger
and incumbent second-year
representatives Virginia Perry
and Glenn Berger are competing
for the two available third-year
representative posts on next
year's Executive Board.
In the remaining " races," as
of this writing Jim Ronca , Sue
Sawatzki, and Lynn Buchanan
are unopposed for the offices of
Vice President, Secretary, and
Treasurer respectively.
Also, presently there are only
two candidates , Connie Frogale
and Tom Laverty , for the two
second-year representative
seats on next year's Executive
Board.

,

Finally, no candidate has
appeared for the office of
Director of Alumni Relations.
The platforms of those
candidates listed above are
reproduced below for the
information of the student body.

President

.,

By Steve Conte
The role of the Student Bar
Association is one of service to,
and the unity of, the entire
student body within the Law
School. In evaluating a
candidate for any office of that
organization , one must look to
his or her ability to effectively
deal with the numerous
personalities ·here at MarshallWyt he and the initiative of that
officer to co-ordinate the student
opinion into a proper course of
action . These two attributes are
at the very core of one's
qualifications as an officer of the
SBA.
By
reviewing
my
contributions to the Law School
during m y two years at
Marshall-Wythe, I would submit
that my involvement has
exemplified a true concern for
stud ent problems , for the
improvement of the quality of
legal education and for the high
regard I have placed on the
opinions of fellow students.
Since my election as a firstyear representative and later as
Vice-President I have taken the
opportunity to work on
numerous projects within the
Law School. Each of these has
not been an individual effort , but
rather has involved a number of
students working together. This
combined effort has produced
positive results in the areas of
Law Day, Social Affairs,
Orient.ation, Faculty and College
relations, and most importantly,

the drive for funding of the new
law building . A substantial
amount of time was spent in
Richmond personally talking
with numerous legislators
throughout the recent legislative
session, impressing upon them
the critical need for immediate
construction of the new law
building. I believe that while the
results were not as good as we
had hoped, the monies allotted
and the funds promised should
the accreditation threat be
renewed, are a great boost to
every person connected with
Marshall-Wythe.
As I look to next year, there
are still problem areas with
which the SBA should concern
itself. Of upmost importance is
the reassessment and changing
nature of our relations with the
Board of Student Affairs,
relations which are directly
related to the ability of the SBA
to adequately fund
the
organizations within the Law
School. Hopefully, the questions
of funding have recently been
settled to a certain degree and I
look forward to working with the
BSA in order to co-ordinate
student opinion.
Furthermore the SBA would
do well to increase the student's
input
with
regard
to
administrative
decisions
affecting the quality and nature
of the Law School ; work should
be done so as to most effectively
utilize the evaluations of faculty
performance towards the goal of
feedback to students in the
decision of which professors or
courses to take ; improvement of
alumni relations ; and a higher
degree of co-operation between
the SBA and the legal
fraternities should result in a
better planned and more
diversified calendar of social
affairs .
In summary, I have in the past
attempted to work effectively
with the SBA in the effort to
improve the character of
Marshall-Wythe. I
firmly
believe we stand at the brink of
becoming an exceptional Law
School and should I be elected, I
will continue to work towards
this goal.

greater concern for their goals
among undergrads may exist.
eg.: B.A.L.S.A. , Environmental
Law, etc. b) Some organizations
may profit from an infusion of
something more important tha.n
money:
interest
and
participation from outside the
law schools. c) Last but not least
we will no. longer be treated to
the spectacle of the SBA
engaged in eristic behavior with
undergrads and then telling us
all about it - at length - in the
Amicus .
2) And what of the Amicus?
As President I promise not to
write a single article decrying
apathy or any other such
twaddle. If you don't care, why
should I bore you with the sort of
rodomontades that have tended
to emanate from the SBA office
and clutter up the pages of the
Amicus with non-news? This will
cease.
3) THE BIG ISSUE: The
Coffee Bar or , "Where's
Glendora? " I propose the
following procedure for getting
that marvelous elixir to our
anxious gullets : a ) Make your
own. The key to the cabinets
may be kept in the library. First
caffein freak to arrive makes the
first pot. b) Honor system all the
way. The cash box will be kept
out until 3 p.m. and the coffee
material out until 5 p.m.
Student participation in
Law School decision making. I
am philosophically indisposed to
be aggressive in this field but if
the mood of the student body
(not the SBA) is sufficiently
adamant then I will do my duty
and harry the foe hitlher and yon.
5) I will of course actively
support the following: a ) money
for the law school and its
organizations, b) an assumption
by the college of the burden of
recruiting more Blacks, c) a
solid social program , d) a better
professional program.

V-President

Jim

Secretary .

Another problem will be
money. I believe the SBA should
sponsor as many social
activities as possible; but in
order to stretch the budget,
these activities should be geared
more
toward
financing
themselves, either wholly or
partially, than they have in the
past. I also supported the
proposed $2 .00-semester SBA
dues increase and would like to
see it pass next year. We need
the money .
The failure of the dues
referenda raises another major
issue - in those two elections,
more than half the students
didn't vote. I can't believe that
most of us are incurably
apathetic. Students simply
aren't involved because they
don't follow what the SBA is
dOing. To cure this, meetings
and minutes ought to be
publicized more , and board
members , particularly class
reps, should be made more
accessible. All elected officers
should be required to post and
keep office hours . I'll do it, along
with anything else I can for
Marshall-Wythe if elected.

Treasurer

4)

I feel that my experience and

John Nolan
Rather than allow Steve Conte
to run unopposed for the office of
President which would be
unseemly during the current
celebration of democratic
virtues , I have decided to offer
him the comfort of competition
so that his republican conscience
will not derage his slumbers.
Herewith a few modest
proposals on issues. where I may
disagree with Mr. Conte:
1) The BSA-SBA squabble:
Why not let our organizations
compete for funds individually?
The following might result after
such forced contact with
undergrads:
a)
Some
organizations might have their
budgets increased because of a

autonomy and as much control
over our budgeting and funding
as possible.

Student
government
is
essential to the successful
operation ofthe law school. First
year students are concerned
with the degree and quality of
communications. As Secretary,
I would strive to improve the
flow of information among the
law students themselves , as well
as between the law school and
the community, and the law
school and the State of Virginia.
Improved communications are
necessary for the acquisition of a
new law buildihg and the
maintenance of the reputation of
the law school within the legal
community.
I am aware of the duties of the
Secretary, and am willing and
able to perform them. Having
had experience as secretary of
an organization, I feel that one of
the most important goals should
be to develop a more
comprehensive distribution of
SBA information to the law
students. If elected , I will
assume responsibility for more
and better communications
between the SBA and the law
students.

3d Yr. Rep.
Lynn Buchanan

The Treasurer of the SBA is
charged with responsibility for
all Association funds . This
includes the maintenance of
current and accurate accounts
and financial records, as well as
handling the daily receipts of the
Coffee Bar.
I have worked in the capacity
of a bookkeeper for the past five
years . and have a background
<albeit limited) in accounting
and business administration, so
I feel confident that I can handle
that primary job concern well.
The second main concern I see
is coffee. It is imperative that
the SBA continue to offer this
lifeblood service to the students.
Unfortunately, the service is
losing hundreds_ of dollars a
year. The goal I see is to
minimize the losses or,
optimistically, to get back in the
black by:

qualifications make me the best
person at Marshall-Wythe for
the job of vice-president. As SBA
Law Day Chairman ,' I've gained
considerable experience in
cooperating with the faculty and
administration , ,a nd have
learned my way around the
1) Assuring that the bar will
College community . As Firstbe open by 7:30 a .m. to
Year Rep, I've worked hard for
accommodate the "rush hour"
the entire student body in our
traffic every morning ;
law school activities, and also
2) Continuing service until the
have appeared before the BSA
designated
closing time every
twice , to discuss SBA-BSA
day; or
funding and overall relations.
Regarding next year, I feel
3) Acquiring an alternative
that one major concern should
coffee machine service which
be improving relations with the
would be available to students
BSA. As much as we'd like to be
during all library hours.
independent, the need for us to
cooperate is a fact of life. But the
Cast your ballot for Lynn
SBA must do so in such a way
Buchanan for Treasurer of the
as to maintainl .~~ much •• : SBA.
.10~

Skip Lautenllcblager

I would like to answer the 'oft
repeated question "why are you
running for office." First of all, I
believe the SBA is a vital and
effective organization. It is the
ooe element in the law school
structure that represents the
entire student body. If the needs
of third year students are to be
considered and met at all, it will
through
effective
be
representation to the SBA.
This brings me to the second
explanation of the question . In
short, I feel that I am qualified to
effectively represent the third
year class. I have served as the
Secretary of the SBA and was
privileged to be named as the
Justice of Phi Alpha Delta Law
Fraternity. Further, I worked
extensively on the lobbying
effort,
which
included
composing, addressing , and
mailing letters; meeting with
faculty and administration ; and
traveling to Richmond to meet
and discuss our problems with
state legislators. This effort was
~ !) J See "Platforms," p. 5
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Election Platforms Given
By SBA Rep. Candidates
Continued from p. 4
successful as evidenced by the
fact that we were the' only
educational facility in the
Commonwealth t o receive
legislative aid. However , this job
is far from over and I will
continue to work with it until it is
completed.
The
accomplishme nt s
mentioned above point out the
most important quaJifications,
namely, the desire to serve, the
ability to work with a wide range
of persons, and experience. I
believe that I possess these
qualifications and pledge to use
them for the best interests of the
third year class.
I wish to thank you for your
support in the past and ask for
your support in this election. A
vote for me is a vote for effective
representation of your interests.

accreditation problems and
changes that will come as a
result of ABA pressure and a
new Dean. The SBA is the
student voice in our future . After
years experience in this body, I
feel that I can be a service to our
school and your interests in the
coming year.
Please remember me when
you cast your vote for third year
representative.

2d Yr. Rep.

By Connie F~.le

Virginia Perry
During this past year as your
representative to the S.B.A. I did
my best to look after your
. interests. I regularly attended
the meetings and did not fail to
speak up on issues which arose
in the course of discussions by
the Board. My activities as class
representative went beyond
attending meetings and voicing
your concerns. I have also over
the past year worked on a
variety of projects for the
benefit of the student body as a
whole. The most successful of
these was the Client Counseling
Competition which I hope will
continue next year and in years
to come as an annual activity of
the Law School.
If re-elected, I will continue to
represent you and bear your
interests, and those of the Law
School foremost in mind. I will
work
with
the
BSA
representative for smoother
intra-collegiate relations,_ with
the LSD-ABA representative for
more recognition by the ABA
and other law schools, and with
the organizations within the Law
School for smoother intra-law
school relations.
I have enjoyed working for you
on the Board this year and would
appreciate the opportunity to
continue working for you next
year.

Our SBA seems to have
slipped from a dominant role
with the students and has settled
to a comfortable back place
where little student interest is
expressed and communication
among
the classes has
atrophied.
The
law
student's
involvement, both individually
and by class, is vitally important
to have a SBA which can
effectively deal with the needs
and concerns of the students.
As representative for the
second-year class, I would try
first to provide quicker
communication , and more
effective
exchange
of
information to meet the needs of
our class along with the entire
association, and by this generate
more enthusiasm and interest
among the members.
Over the past two semesters
I've become acquainted with
many of the issues that concern
the students through my position
on the committee to revise the
SBA Constitution. Some of these
issues which need student input
are: the need for a more forceful
assertion by the SBA Board in
administrative policy making,
relations with the BSA, and the
Law School's position as a
graduate department, and the
inadequate parking facilities . I'd
like to see a revitalization of our
SBA, but this can only come
about . by each person 's
commitment.

Tom

am seeking one of the
positions as second year class
representative to the SBA
because I think it's important
that the SBA provide strong,
vocal leadership. I believe my
experience
this
year,
particularly my work with the
Law Day Committee, ' have·
I

Glenn Berger
The coming year is an
important one for our law
school. We are faced with

equipped me to provide that sort
of leadership.
There are three aspects of the
position which I feel need to be
emphasized .
They
are
accessibility, information and
active problem-solving.
With respect to the first
aspect, I feel that it's important
that SBA leaders, particularly
the class representatives , are
available
for
answering
questions and discussing issues
as often as is necessary. This
could be accomplished by
holding class meetings , by
having regular office hours for
SBA representatives or by
encouraging attendance at SBA
meetings.
Another important function of
SBA representatives is that
providing
students
with
information about the ao.tivities
of the SBA, the faculty and
.administration , the College and
the Williamsburg community so
that students can make use of
these resources . This can be
accomplished in a variety of
ways, including word of mouth,
the bulletin boards and the
different publications.
The third aspect of the position
which I consider to be important
is that of active problem-solving.
Whatever the issue, whether it
be graduate housing , day
student parking or academic
problems , I believe the
representatives should be
willing to do the legwork, ask the
questions and , if possible,
provi.de the solution. I .don't feel
that the representatives should
be expected to solve problems
alone, but I do think they should
take the initiative.
I hope each individual will
consider the views I've
expressed here and the capacity
[or vocal leadership I believe
I've demonstrated over the past
seven months. I thank you for
your consideration .

PAD Fraternity
Chooses Officers
For 1976-77
Congratulations is extended to
the newly elected officers of Phi
Alpha Delta Law Fraternity,
International: Justice E. W.
Lautenschlager,
Vice-Justice
Darrell Sayer, Clerk Jay Wilcox,
Treasurer Ardath Hamann,
Marshall ConIVe Frogale.
A hearty we~ome is extended
to the new members of Phi
Alpha Delta Law Fraternity,
International : Sarah Slesinger,
Elwood Isley, Jr. , Michael
Smith, William McKee, Connie
Frogale, Jay Wilcox , Lawrence
Smith, Gregg Warner , and
Ardath Hamann.
Justice Lautenschlager and
Vice-Justice Sayer attended the
PAD Mini-Conclave at the
Richmond Hyatt House held on
the 26 and Zl of March. This
meeting was attended by
representatives from all the
Virginia PAD chapters as well
as two representatives from the
national PAD organization.
PAD will have an awards
banquet to honor Prof. Swindler
for his outstanding contributions
to the Marshall-Wythe School of
Law, at the Bonhomme Richard
on AprjJ.il,
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Committee Forum
Compiled By Sandy Spooner
Note: This is the final installation of Committee Forum for this
school year. The new SBA president will soon begin to consider
nominees for next year's Student Representatives to Faculty
Committees. Any students who wish to participate in this way are
encouraged to contact the SBA president.
BUILDING COMMITTEE - (Faculty Members : Profs.
Sullivan, Swindler,.Whitehead, Whyte, Fischer- Student Members:
Guy Strong, Steve Conte.) .
The Building Committee met recently with the architects who are
now working on the plans for our new law school building. The reason
for the meeting was to give the architects an opportunity to present
the nearly completed blueprints to the Committee for their comments
and suggestions. The group discussed, step by step, each aspect of the
plan - from l andscaping, to lighting, to the individual rooms in the
building.
The Committee was especially impressed with the plans for the
library , which will seat 419 persons and will hold 140,000 volumes. The
building has a large student lounge, a locker room , large seminartype classrooms, and many other desirable features. The student
representatives made several suggestions from the students' point of
view. These were well received and the students were generally
impressed with the plans and the architects.
The Building Committee will be making the final decision on the
plans for the new law school building in conjunction with state
authorities. Although the structure of the building is well established
right now, students are urged to contact their student representatives
with suggestions for minor changes or additions to the building.
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE - (Faculty Members: Profs.
Brown, Sullivan, Fowler - Student Members: Sandy Spooner, Beth
Hopkins.)
The Curriculum Committee has not met for some time , primarily
because this year has seen it concentrate on individual problems as
they arise rather than a general re-evaluation of the curriculum.
Most issues dealt with this year concerned suggestions for new course
offerings by individual professors and requests by instructors that
they be allowed to alter the anonymous grading system in certain
courses.
BOARD OF STUDENT AFFAIRS - (Law School Rep : Heather
Dorian.)
This past year as BSA representative for the law school has, at
times, been lively and interesting. Since law school reps in the past
few years did not attend BSA meetings, I spent most of this year
gathering information about the BSA in the form of a working
notebook, scouting out law student concerns and trying to do
something about those concerns. The following are some of those
concerns :
( 1) Graduate Housing. The College is committed to being an
undergraduate residential college. Thus, it houses approximately 78
percent of the undergraduate students. Between 2-3 percent of the
graduate students have college housing. The College has announced a
goal of housing 25 percent of its graduate students by 1984, based on
enrollment projections for the 1980's which have already been
reached.
The Office of Residence Hall Life is conducting a survey of
graduate students which will be distributed during during the week of
April 7 . It is important that a high percentage of graduate students fill
out the questionnaire so that the College can give proper weight to our
opinions.
( 2 ) Orientation. Although the College finances orientation for all
undergraduate freshmen and transfer students, it does not pay for
law school orientation. This is an ongoing matter of concern which
has not yet been resolved.
(3 ) Athletic Fees. The Board of Visitors allocates $118 per student
from the general tuition fund to the "Athletic Fees Fund." The full
allocation is taken from graduate student tuition even though the
maximum benefit we can receive is $36.00 (for admission to football
and basketball games). Although the Attorney General of Virginia
has issued an opinion stating that the Board of Visitors may legally
distribute funds as it deems fit, the situation does not appear
equitable to graduate students. William Carter, Vice President for
Business Affairs has stated that it costs more to educate a graduate
student than to educate an undergraduate, so the equities balance
out.
PLACEMENT COMMITI'EE - (Faculty Members: Profs.
Brion, Brown, Donaldson, Fowler, Walck - Student Members :
Kathy King, Johnnie Mizelle. )
The Placement Committee met on Monday, March 29 and dealt
with a number of important issues. Louise Murtagh reported that the
spring mailing to employers for interviews here on campus is already
underway. The Committee agreed to include a statement on
interviewing women students which was prepared by Anne Gordon
Greever on behalf of the Mary and William Society in material which
will be sent to those who will interview on campus next fall. The
statement includes the results of a survey of women graduates of
Marshall Wythe which sought to gain information about their career
histories and which was sponsored by Mary and William. The paper
also includes a brief summary of the law relating to sex
discrimination in employment. A similar statement with regard to
hiring racial minorities will also be prepared for this mailing.
The Committee voted t ·
;n the Law School Consortium on
Placement. This organizal
has guidelines which regulate
interviewing and job offering procedures of law firms. It also guides
placement offices in dealing with problems such as discriminatory
practices, in emplpyment.
, [. '
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BSAFinance Committee
Compromises With SBA
Continued from p. 1
guidelines ,
in
particular
"subsection-h" which reads as
follows: "An organization may
include requests for subgroups
in its request, but no money will
be allocated for the funding of
independen tly es ta blished
organizations or activities."
In essence, the new guideline
requires all clubs which receive
BSA funding to come to the BSA
directly and present their
budget , as opposed to the
present system where the SBA
represents all clubs in fiscal
requests before the BSA.
The subsection does not
prevent law clubs from going to
the SBA to get a share of the Law
School activity fee .
The general reaction of the
SBA was negative. Guy Strong,
SBA President, expressed grave
concern that this new rule would
weaken the power of the SBA
and might prove detrimental to
the funding of clubs.
This point was hotly disputed
by Tom Johnson, first year
representative, who said he
thought that the new process
might open the door to wider
funding. Johnson also said thCJt it
was better for the clubs to
present their own views since
they had the needed information
as to their own particular
problems.
March 25: The introduction of
the new guidelines at the BSA
meeting for final ratification
prompted spirited discussion as
Sharon

Pandak ,

SDA-DSA

alternate

Finance Chairman
Responds To Amicus

representative,

members of the BSA.
March 30: Representatives of
unsuccessfully tried to have six Law School organizations
" subsection-h" tabled.
and the SBA met with the
On the SBA side, the Finance Committee to discuss
arguments ran as follows: · the impact of "subsection-h". On
"Only we can judge ourselves
the whole the discussion was
and our clubs" - " The SBA harmoniOUS, except for one or
two law students who succeeded
derives its representative power
from its fiscal control" - "This only in being offensive. As · a
new guidline is a direct attack on result a compromise was
the Law School SBA. "
. reached.
These contentions prompted
The SBA is proposing an
numerous responses . Dave amendment to the SBA
Nass , BSA Finance Chairperson, . constitution which reads : "All
said, " The clubs can present - organizations and-or activities
their views better ; why not let which receive funds from the
them? "
SBA mandatory dues are subSteve
Handzel ,
BSA groups of the SBA for all
undergraduate at-large financial purposes." This
representative , said , " No amendment would preserve _the
independent organization should present funding system by
fund another independent taking all law organizations out
of the reach of "subsection-h ."
organization."
A more concise statement
came from Phil Ceeley, business
graduate representative on the
BSA and Finance Committee.
"We looked at the problem of
allocating campus-wide funds
equitably. If the SBA is
providing service to the
Tentative plans are being
organizations . . . then these
finalized for the Spring Pig
organizations can elect to stay
Roast, hopefully sponsored by
with the SBA (by becoming subthe combined efforts of SBA,
groups of the SBA ). If the SBA is
PAD and PDP.
not serving the needs of these
It has also been suggested that
organizations, then they can
the PAD Road Rally be held in
come to the BSA for funds as
conjunction with this gala affair.
independent organizations.
Further details will follow
shortly.
In the end the entire
The date of the planned Roast
guidelines, "
subsection-h "
is April 17, Saturday_ Since the
included,
received

April 17 Slated
For Road Rally
And Pig Roast

overwhehning

appro~'al

from

The perm of
tomorrow

is here toda~
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SBA has; m:"d its; <:lIda] budS'"

for this year, the event will have
to be self-supporting and
therefore a great deal of help
will be needed in the planning
and workings of this.
Please contact Steve Conte,
head
chef,
or
Skip
Lautenschlager if you can help
out in any way. -

By Dave Nass
Finance Committee
Chairperson
Editor's Note: In order to help
explain the underlying rationale
of the new financial guidelines,
the Amicus solicited the
foUowing article from Dave
Nass, Chairperson of the BSA
Finance Committee.
I appreciate the chance the
Amicus has given me to explain
the reasons behind the new
guidelines and to clear up any
doubts or fears which may have
arisen concerning them.
The story of the new rules
really began last spring. As a
newly elected member of the
BSA and a recent appointee to its
Finance Committee, it appeared
to me that the committee based
its alloca t ions on rather
nebulous standards, i.e., prior
decision combined with common
sense.
In the fall of 1975 I was
appointed chairperson of the
Finance Committee. It was
during our fall hearings and the
writing of our subsequent budget
report that the inadequacy of
these " standards " became
-obvious.
Let me add at this point, that
in stating the above, I do not
mean to imply any criticisms of
the past committees or their
chairpersons, for I believe they
made the best possible decisions
their
particular
in
circumstances .
It was, however, essential to
put our policy into document
form in order to : a ) make the joh

easier and, more important, b)
to show the various funded
organizations and the BSA
exactly what procedures the
committee would be following in
making its allocations.
In enacting these new fiscal
guidelines I belie,:,e we have

The Redl<en
TrichopermTM

_424 Pz:ince George St.
Merchants Square

conccrn to thc committcc.

It was some time after the
enactment of this subsection
that the committee, the SBA,
and various law organizations
met to discuss the effects of our
new rule. Much was learned
during discussion and I feel that
both groups profited by it.

Going To The

Barrister's Ball?
Rent Your Tux
Frotll

System
Unisex

Monticellp Shopping Center

1424 Richmond Rd.
229-6942

Without " subsection-h " our
allocations might have become a
meaningless charade since a
funded group could turn around
and re-allocate in any manner
and according to any standard
they might choose to adopt even
if they violated our guidelines. It
was the prevention of this
problem which was of major

Tel. 220-0298

<tlolr & ~tott

The New You Shoppe

At no time did we mean to use
this rule as some sort of loaded
cannon pointed at the SBA's
head. The allocation of the
student activities fees is a
privilege and responsibility this
committee alone is authorized to
exercise. This rule insures that
no college organization will reallocate money previously
allocated by the committee
under its new standards.

It was in the spirit of that
discussion that our committee
proposed a compromise (see
BSA finance story), which, I
feel, satisifies all concerned. I
believe this agreement shows
the committee's concern for law
school needs and I hope our two
bodies will be able to continue to
work together in the future.

natural look in hair
fashions you probably
think perms are not for
you. Not true!

If you want your hairsty le to last without the frizzy,
me-too look of yesterday's perms, you want The R edken
Trichoperm System. Available in a formula specifically
suitell to your ty pe of hair. Make an appointment for
t he perm of t omorrow today!

It seems that one particular
section of these rules has caused
considerable controversy. I
refer to Section 4, "subsectionwhich
reads ,
"an
h,"
organization may include
requests for subgroups in its
request, !>ut no money will be
allocated for the funding of
independently established
organizations or activities. "

of future Finance Committees -

If you' re into the new,

Redken has created a
system of perming withtmt
free ammonia (and its
harsh results! ). Formulated
for today's hair fashions,
the Redken Trichoperm System has protein polypeptides
and a low pH (close to your hair's natural pH ). The
combination of a low pH, no free ammonia and protein
polypeptides results in a perm that comes out better, is
much more natu ral looking.

accomplished this twofold goal.
Every decision of .Qur committee
will be based upon these
guidelines and because of this
the Fi~ance Committee's
accountability to the BSA and
the organizations has been
insured.

Open Until Nine Every Weekni9.ht

5: 30 On Soturdoy

SASmf-ItOnms
ICE CREAM STOm:
-Come on by for
31 flavors of the
world's riqhest,
most delicious
ice cream.
Baskin-Robbins
416 Prince George St.
229-6385
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~Pieces'

Nets Big Spot
As Top Law School Team
Game

was for . the
between Pieces
and King's Bench. Powerful
Pieces showed they were far and
away the class of the
tournament by blistering King's
'Bench 77-46. Pieces, opened the
game up in the ' second quarter
.,md led 43-17 at the half. Bob
:Kenegy led Pieces with 21 and
Barton had 17 to spearhead a
balanced attack. For King's
Bench, which claimed second
place (w hich , with Pieces
around
was
what
the
tournament really boiled down
to) Jerry Bromeil had 17 and
Seaford 15 points.
As the softball seasons starts,
team captains are urged to give
scores and stats to Jim Margolin
or leave them in the Amicus
office. Info is due by the Monday
following an Amicus publication .

By Jim Margolin
In Game 4, the opening game
The first annual Law School
in the losers bracket, the
baske t ba 11 Tourna men t
Seventh Cavalry bested the wellarranged through the effort of
rested Turkeys 52-43. Tilhous
Rod Seaford , saw Pieces,
was the whole story for the
completely dominate the other
Seventh Cavalry in the first half
getting 20 for their 28 points.
Full tuition scholarships ($350.00) for the summer program in co.mpeting teams . Mter a strong
intramural campaign, Pieces
Bennett led the Turkeys with 12
Exeter have been awarded to the following students on the basis of
and Tilhous finished with 22.
merit: Domnitz, Merrick R. - 2nd year, Hamline University, Mid- was the only Marshall-Wythe
team to make the play-offs ,
Game 5 saw Pieces crush the
western School of Law, St. Paul, Minnesota; Joseph, Paul R. - 2nd
Yankees 85-47. Six of the Pieces
having won League A, and into
year, University of California School of Law, Davis campus;
hit double figures , with Greg
Takeuchi, Yo - LL.M. candidate, University of California School of the semi-finals, Pieces crushed
Barton pacing the team with 25.
Law, Berkeley campus; Underwood, William J. - 1st year, the Yankees 85-47 and King's
Bench 77-46 to convincingly win
Hanagan and Lane had 19 and 17
Delaware Law School, Wilmington, Delaware; Wyche, Brad W. the Law School To.urnament.
respectively for the losers, but.
2nd year, University of Virginia. Partial tuition scholarships
Seven
teams
started
in
the
the strength and size of Pieces
($250.00) have been awarded as follows: Faustman, David F. - 1st
an
made
the game a mismatch
event
with
Pieces
getting
year, . University of California School of Law at Los Angeles;
from the start.
Schne~ders, Don S. 1st year, Marshall-Wythe School of Law; opening round bye. Game 1 saw
Game 6 was a c.Jose battle won
Spoerl, James C. - 2nd year, Loyola University School of Law, Law Review defeat the Seventh
by Kin-g's Bench 64-59 over Law
Chicago; Thurston, Gloria E. - Entering Southern Illinois University Cavalry 60-54 in double
Review . Law Review got off to a
School of Law; Wallace, Gail M. -1st year, Marshall-Wythe School overtime. Saunders led Law
quick start and came close to.
Review with 16 points, getting
of Law.
most of them inside, while the
blowing the game open , but
King's Bench, led by its fastTwo of the courses scheduled for the 1976 Summer Session will be Seventh Cavalry was virtually
breaking o.ffense recovered its
offered only if enrollment permits. Therefore, if it is your intention to carried by Tilhous' 33 points, the
individual
i>0ise and got the victory .
enroll in the Summer Session and if you propose to take either of the o.utstanding
Anderson had 15 and Seaford 14
following courses we would like to be so informed: 518 Law & performance of the tournament.
Game 2 was a bit less exciting
for King's Bench while Joe
Medicine and 401 Legal Profession. Please register your intent at the
the
Turkeys
(whose
Marinaro was tops for Law
Law School Office.
magnificent seasonal exploits
Review with 15.
Game 7 saw the Seventh
The Residence Hall Life Office has announced that there will be were described in earlier
Cavalry get its second win, with
as many as 20 more spaces available for graduate housing than were columns) forfeited to King's
Bench. King's Bench captain
59-45 defeat of the Flyers, and
available last year.
fifth place in the tournament.
Interested students should get in touch immediately with the Rod Seaford demonstrated his
·keen ability to organize the
John Tilhous again led the
Residence Hall Life Office located in James Blair Hall.
tournament fairly and without
Cavalrv with 27 points while the
" Spider" had 20 for the Flyers.
Correction: In our last issue, the story on the BSA meeting listed advantage to his own squad Tilhous
co.mpleted
the
David Healy as the Business Graduate Faculty Representative to the o.nly kidding Ro.d , everyone
tournament with a total or 82
BSA. He is in fact the Administration 's BSA representative from the knows you would have killed the
Turkeys anyway.
points.
Business Office. We regret the error.
In Game 3 the Yankees
Game 8 saw Law Review
(known for team harmony) beat claim third place with a sound
On Friday, March 26, DTP, Marshall-Wythe's third legal
the Flyers 63-39_ Waller led the victory of the Yankees. Dan
fraternity, after a valiant struggle, succumbed to apathy. DTP is
Flyers with 21 while Lane, Weckstein led the Review with
survived by four members: Craig Teller, Mike Willis, Bob GalumHanagan, Wise, and Ralston hit .18 and his strong performance
beck and Jeff Kupperstock. DTP has left an estate consisting of two
double figures in a balanced overshadowed a gallant effort by
books (Phelp's on Virginia Procedure and Bailey on -Criminal Law)
attack for the Yankees. The first Rick Lane who broke his wrist
and a vast supply of liquor. Probate hearing on the latter is scheduled
half was close at 36-30 until the during the game yet continued
for sometime in the future.
Flyers got co.ld and the until the end.
Yankees blew thl~e-.!2~~~~:.......:=====:.======:::::;-]
The catalog for 1976 Summer School Session is now available in
the Law School Office. Students should note the streamlined
registration process for Summer Session outlined in the catalog.
Students seeking financial aid for the 1976-77 academic year are
requested to complete the Student Statement For Law School
Fina.n cial Aid form and submit same to Scholarship Committee for
consIderation. Deadline is Friday, ' April 23rd.

~..

I,

11ltlliamsburg 'I<ecquet eJhop
Stringing Specialists
TE~S,SQUASH,HANDBALL,RACQUETBALL

EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES, SHOES & APPAREL

605-8 Prince <?eorge St. -

The following new officers
were recently elected by
members of Phi Delta Phi legal
fraternity . Elected Magister
was Rick Lane ; Vice Magister is
Elizabeth Carder; Exchequer ,
Mark Gregory ; Clerk, Ernest
Love ; and Historian, Margaret
Askew .
Selected as Graduate of the
Year for the Jefferson Inn
chapter of PDP was Ellen Pirog.
Pirog will compete with those
selected by other PDP chapters
for the regional and national
Graduate of the Year awards.
4
4
4
4

•

Phone 220-2319

In The Williamsburg Lodge

HAIR CARE FOR MEN
AND WOMEN
Shampoo, Cut And Dry:
Regularly $9.00
Now For Students $5.50
Call For Appointments
229-4707
229-4212

Ilmpb.

II mpl.

110 mpb.

25mpl.

Vivitar's NEW

AUTO/THYRISTOR
ELECTRONIC
FLASH IS HERE I

i

JAN MAR
BEAUTY SALON

I •

PO P Fraternity
Chooses Officers
For 1976-77

'the L~ht FantastIc

cw.

9

~hampionship

Let us put JOU
in the
pilot's seat.
You can cravel fasler . WIth
bener gasoline mllecoe .. . and fly
shorter. strOlghl-hne routes to

90
Includes the 283, 12" PC-1
Shutter Cord. 3 meter Remote Sensor Connecting
Cord, and Alkalin e B atte ry
Holder

Dependable flash power featuring
• A guide number of 60 (ASA 25)
• An energy-saving Thyristor Circuit
• A 90 0 tilting flash head
• An illuminated calculator dial
• Four optional power sources
Automatic flash power featuring
• Automatic flash from 3 to 43 feet
• Automatic flash at all bounce angles
• Automatic flash with the 283 operating " off-camera"
• Automatic flash within your choice of four f-stop
es for accurate de h of field control

Olrhnesdon I serve, as well as the

hundreds they d o.
We offer Cessna P1101
Educaoon because we mmk It s
the best. Wim an mtegrated
curnculum that blends ground
and flIght lralnlng Into a logical
sequence for faster . surer learmng.
If you 're ready to make your

bUSiness energy go further . .
see us. We've got the answer. And
$5.00 mtroduC1ory fhghls.

CesSna~
PILOT CENTER
--u--

_ _ III,uoc_
ltr _ . . , ....·to-oarth .........

Colonial Aviation, Inc.
Willlamsburg-Jamestown Airport

P.O. Box 380

Massey·s Crunera Shop
447 PRINCE GEORGE STREET
WILLIAMSBURG. VIRGINIA· PHONE 229-3181

.

·thousands of desunanons me

Williamsburg, Va. 23185
229-7330

•••
•
•:•
:•
•••
:•
••
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Placement Gives Statistics
On 1975 M-W Graduates

By LQuise Murtagh
It takes a long time for feedback to get to the Placement
Office. The following statistics
are based primarily upon the
response to a questionnaire sent
to all 1975 graduates by the
College Placement Office, a i
letter sent last May to the 1975
law graduates, and a second
letter sent to them in January.
The Alumni Directory, Class of
]976, which several students put
together last spring has been an
invaluable help.
The Placement Office isn 't
anxious to obtain these facts to ·
satisfy idle curiosity. They are
needed to answer the queries of
those who are applying for
entrance to the Law School.
They are needed by the National
Association for Law Placement
:...- more and more beset by
requests concerning the job
market. In order to get any kind
of picture of this , you need
statistics covering a period of
several years.
Speaking of statistics, the
Placement Office is now
receiving the monthly Virginia
Business Report, put out by the
Bureau of Business Research ,
School
of
Business
Administration, College of
William and Mary.
The January, February and
March issues are in the office.
According to Professor Leland
E. Traywick, Director of the
Bureau , " With bank debits ,
building permits, and new car
registrations all increasing the
wa~ they are. the indications of a
very good recovery is at hand in
Virginia. "
On the back page, there is an
interesting article on Adam
Smith who published his book,
The Wealth of Nations in March
1776. "An argument against
mercantilistic restrictions on the
economy and a plea for laissezfaire , " this " revolutionary "
book is "timeless for today. "
"Smith was one of the first to see
that a free market has selfcorrection abilities. "
The Placement Office is
anxious to expand and improve
its mailing list. A second year '
student who will be working this
summer in Houston , Texas, has
said that when she returns in the

We'ra

Always

fall, she will bring back a list of
Houston firms to add to the
mailing list. Are there other
students who would be willing to
do this? According to the poll
taken earlier this year, we
should be adding firms from the
Pennsylvania
cities
of
Allentown, Bethlehem, Easton,
Harrisburg , Pittsburgh ,
Philadelphia, and Erie ; from
Cleveland , Columbus and
Cincinnati ; from Atlanta and
Athens; Miami , Tampa and st.
Petersburg ; and from the states
of Maine , New · Hampshire,
Vermont , Massachusetts .

E!ploywent atatiatica for 1975 graduates:

nl1ocn\ca

to

<>nior<> <>Yn<>nt

through an honor system are the
most rudimentary prinCiples of
honesty and fairness , to which
there can be no bona fide
objection. If you have not
already
discovered,
the
prohibitions at this school
include merely lying, cheating
and stealing.
In summary then, since the
norms set out in our honor code
are so minimal, and since any
honor system by definition
requires responsible
participation by its members,
any reluctance to report an
infraction , based upon the
specious analogies noted above,
is both simple-minded and
crippling to the healthy
q>eration of the honor system.

Students are reminded that
Richmond regional office of the
Internal Revenue Service, will
be here on Thursday, April 8 .to
meet with those first and second
year students who might wish to
be interviewed by him next fall.
The meeting will take place oat
1:00 p.m . in Room 213.

Based upon the second, and
especially the third problem
areas noted earlier, I suggest
that the failure to report an
honor code violation, itself, be
made an honor offense. This was
an element of the honor code
until the undergraduate school
voted to remove it five or six
years ago. Indeed, it is still
mistakenly listed as an offense
in the current Law School
catalogue. I am convinced that
removal of this provision was a
mistake.
As discussed earlier, full
participation by the members of
a community operating on an
honor system is absolutely

necessary . I assume that the

great majority of students are on
the border line between
participation
and
nonparticipation. By reinstating this
provision, the dilemma created
for these students upon
witnessing an honor violation
would be eliminated . If helpful ,
this provision could be used as
an excuse, or as a shield against
any wrongheaded stigma
attached to such participation by
the simple-minded analogies
discussed earlier. As a
community, either we must be
willing to take this step to make
the honor system a healthy,
viable institution or must
abandon the system entirely.
The present situation is useless
and hypocritical.

Open!

(Annual Barristers'Ball!)!

~

Saturday, April 10, 1976

~~

miSter
Donu..t®

AN WTERHATtOHAL MUlTIFOOOS COMPANY

We Promise

238 - Second st.
Williamsburg, Va.
(Next To Tudor Car Wash)
titl-URI

2. Still aeelting employment

17

2

5

1

3. Hot aeeldng employment
4. Total employment statuB known

B. Graduates - employment status not
C. Total graduates in class

117

2

11

17

1

2

134

3

13

II. FMPLOYMENT CATEGORY
A. Private Practice
1. Self-employed

2. Firm size under 50
3. Fir. size over 50
4_ Total in private practice

B. Public Interest Practice

1

1

43

1

4

1

5

6

50
1

C. Business Concerns
1.Lega.l

2

2. lion-Legal

1

3. Total in busine.a concerns

3

D. Govertl8ent

1. Pederal
2. State and Local
3. Total in government

11
8

1

21

1

E. Judicial Clerks hips
1. Pederal

2

2. State and Local

4

1

3. Total clerks hips

6

1

P. Kilitary
1. JACe

8

1

2. Total in military

8

1

G. Academe
1. Law School faculty, administration
law librarian

1

1

2. Advanced law degree study

5

1

3. Total in academic cOlllllUnity

6

2

B. Total, job category identified

95

III. GEOGRAPBIC CATEGORY
A_ Geographic area not known

B_ Iiortbweast Region Total

6

28

1. DeI.lare

2

2. Di.strlct of COI....1a

6

3. ICarylaDd

1

4_ lCaaaachuaetu

1

~hire

1

S_ Mev

6. Mev Jersey

3

7. PeaDaylvanf.a

4

C. Southeast RegionaiTotal

2_ Virginia
3. West Virginia

D. Great Lakes amd Plains Total

2. Ohio
3. Wisconsin

Tickets On Sale This Week
Sponsored By The SBA

2

known

1. Illinois

Open Bar And Breakfast
-F-xtra Fresh lIonuts
-Ft'cshly Ground Coffee
-FriE'lIdJy Service

1:-

8

95

1. Louisiana

Formal Dance
And Cocktail Party

WOMEN

1. !.ployed

Mr. Marion B. Morton from the

i""""""""""""""*,""""';~~:;'"~'i';;"'~~;'''''''''''''''',*'''''''I

Q. I

MINORITY

1. A. GRADUATES - q,ployment statue known

Illinois,
Iowa ,
Indiana,
Colorado , New Mexico and
Arizona . Should anyone bring
back such a list in the fall or mail
it during the summer, it would
be much appreciated.

Improvements Needed
In Judicial Council
Continued from p. 3
The difference between an
informer and a model citizen
who reports the commission of a
crime, is that in the former case,
the norms are hideous and
corrupt, while in the latter case
they are generally acceptable
and viewed as an integral part of
an orderly society. Such activity
within a community governed
ooly by an honor system is even
more
commendable
and
justifiable for two reasons.
First, it is not an minor,
supplementary
means
of
enforcement; it is the only
means of enforcement. Second,
as a general rule. the only norms

TOTAL

E. West and Southwest Total

57
1

55
1

3
1
1
1

2

1. Arizona

1

2. Idaho

1

P. Total known localities

89

2

8

